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nder the guidance of the , month long social U Hon'ble Chief Minister
activities were proposed to be conducted throughout the state, starting 

from 2nd October to 2nd November 2021, to commemorate the birth 
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi.

Odisha-Mo Parivar made special plans for conducting blood donation drive 
with a target of achieving 20,000 units along with Biju Yuva, Chhatra  & 
Mahila Janata Dal. 

Oath taking ceremony was conducted at Mahatma Gandhi Park, near Janata 
Maidan, Bhubaneswar to pay tribute to Mahatma Gandhi which was 
followed by fruits, medical kits and clothes distribution at Gopabandhu 
Leprosy Colony, Bhubaneswar.

Gandhi 
Jayanti 
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eevan Nanda Patnaik, 40-year-old and 2-Jyear-old Gunjan Sahu, suffering from 
multiple health ailments, were admitted to 
MKCG, Berhampur.

There were need of specific injections for the 
treatment, the cost of which was high and it was 
difficult at the end of the families to procure 
those expensive injections. 

Being helpless they informed MLA Sri Bikram 
Panda regarding their issue, who visited the 
hospital and discussed the matter with hospital 
authorities and also intimated our helpdesk 
associate to look into the matter.

On a special request the required lifesaving 
injections were made available for the patients, 
free of cost.  Jeevan has already recovered and 
has been discharged from the hospital, whereas 
Gunjan is undergoing treatment and our 
helpdesk associate Girija is maintaining a 
regular follow-up with the patient.

Life Saving Injection Provided

disha-Mo Parivar has always stood by Opeople in distress and extended a helping 
hand to address their issues.

Such was a case in the month of October, where 
an unidentified person was found lying 
unconscious near Jhumpura bypass by BCJD 
member Anshuman Chakravarty. He along with 
general secretary (BCJD) M R Aziz rescued the 
person and admitted him to Jhumpura Hospital. 
Since his health condition seemed to be critical, 
the doctor advised to shift him to DHH 
Keonjhar. The person, after getting back his 
senses, was identified to be a resident of 
Icchapur and has been shifted to SCB, Cuttack 
for treatment, where Helpdesk Operator is 
following up.

Rescue of an Abandoned Person
Provided Medical Treatment

Girija attending the patient at MKCG

BCJD Members along with rescued person
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Free health check-up such as dental check-up, 
Hearing and voice check-up, Eye check-up 
and blood sugar tests were organized. 
Ayurvedic, homeopathic and allopathic 
d o c t o r s  w e r e  a l s o  p r e s e n t  f o r  f r e e 
consultation.

Odisha-Mo Parivar for the first time in 
Bhubaneswar organized a free health check-
u p  c a m p  a t  M a d h u s u d a n  N a g a r  i n 
collaboration with Jay Maa Bhawani 
Charitable trust on 4th October.

Free Health Checkup

Odisha-Mo Parivar  organized a free 
health check-up camp at Madhusudan 

Nagar in collaboration with Jay Maa Bhawani 
Charitable trust on 4th October.

Free health check-up such as dental check-up, 
Hearing and voice check-up, Eye check-up 
and blood sugar tests were organized. 
Ayurvedic, homeopathic and allopathic 
d o c t o r s  w e r e  a l s o  p r e s e n t  f o r  f r e e 
consultation.
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Health Checkup Camp at 
Madhusudan Nagar, BBSR

Free health check-up such as dental check-up, 
Hearing and voice check-up, Eye check-up 
and blood sugar tests were organized. 
Ayurvedic, homeopathic and allopathic 
d o c t o r s  w e r e  a l s o  p r e s e n t  f o r  f r e e 
consultation.

Odisha-Mo Parivar for the first time in 
Bhubaneswar organized a free health check-
u p  c a m p  a t  M a d h u s u d a n  N a g a r  i n 
collaboration with Jay Maa Bhawani 
Charitable trust on 4th October.

Funds Arranged 
for Cancer Patients

Jeevan Bindu Cuttack City coordinator Sri 
Ranjan Biswal assisted cancer patients in 

getting financial aid through Redcross fund 
with the help of Cuttack Collector, Sri 
Bhabani Shankar Chayani in the month of 
October. Three cancer patients from Cuttack, 
Rajeswar Saha, Lipika Mallick & Somnath 
Karmakar were provided with Rs. 10,000/- 
each through this fund.
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Ranjan Biswal handing over funds
to a Cancer Patient

Free health check-up such as dental check-up, 
Hearing and voice check-up, Eye check-up 
and blood sugar tests were organized. 
Ayurvedic, homeopathic and allopathic 
d o c t o r s  w e r e  a l s o  p r e s e n t  f o r  f r e e 
consultation.

Odisha-Mo Parivar for the first time in 
Bhubaneswar organized a free health check-
u p  c a m p  a t  M a d h u s u d a n  N a g a r  i n 
collaboration with Jay Maa Bhawani 
Charitable trust on 4th October.

Wheelchair to a 
Differently Abled Man

igamananda Sahoo, a 43-year-old, a Nresident of Bhubaneswar, who is 
d ifferent ly-abled  and dependent  on 
wheelchair had been using one received from 
the BMC 5 years ago, which was completely 
destroyed, hindering his day to day activities. 
Being financially weak, he had requested ex-
corporator Shri Chabindra Jena regarding his 
issue, which was immediately intimated to 
Odisha-Mo Parivar. Odisha-Mo Parivar 
provided a wheelchair to Nigam and assured 
all support in future.

3

Wheel chair being handed over to Nigamananda
at Odisha Mo Parivar Headquarters
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Odisha-Mo Parivar made logistical arrangements 
to transfer the mortal remains from SCB, Cuttack to 
their native place at Angul.

nil Das, a resident of Angul district, who met Awith an accident on 20th October, lost his life 
while undergoing treatment at SCB, Cuttack. 

The 28-year-old youth was a frequent blood donor 
and had donated blood for 15 times under the 
banner of Odisha Mo Parivar-Jeevan Bindu.

The bereaved family was under financial stress to 
transfer the mortal remains.

She was shifted to AIIMS, Bhubaneswar for 
better treatment, but breathed her last 
while undergoing treatment.

The family was under financial stress and 
was seeking logistical help to transfer the 
mortal remains to their native.

uni Swain, a 55-year-old, resident of KBarpali, Berhampur suffering from 
liver cancer was undergoing treatment at 
MKCG, Berhampur.

Odisha-Mo Parivar made logistical 
arrangements to transfer the mortal 
remains from AIIMS to their native place at 
Barpali, Berhampur.

Odisha-Mo Parivar made logistical arrangements 
to transfer the mortal remains from KIIMS to their 
native place at Tihidi, Bhadrak.

Since, there was no remarkable improvement in her 
health condition, she was shifted to KIIMS, 
Bhubaneswar for better treatment. But she 
breathed her last during transit.

The family was under financial stress and was 
seeking logistical help to transfer the mortal 
remains to their native.

ibanya Mallick, a 2-year-old  resident of Tihidi, SBhadrak, suffering from fever was undergoing 
treatment at SCB, Cuttack.

Logistical arrangements made to transfer the 
mortal remain from KIIMS, BBSR to Bhadrak

Logistical arrangement made to transfer 
the mortal remain from AIIMS, BBSR to Berhampur

Logistical arrangements made to transfer 
the mortal remain from SCB, Cuttack to Angul
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A. Just in Time....

Major Interventions by Helpdesk Coordinators

Sandeep handing over the blood to the attendant

Helpdesk associate Sandeep arranged 2 units 
of O-ve blood for the patient in the nick of 
time.

Sarad Chandra Mohanty, a resident of 
Cuttack, was admitted to SCB Cuttack, in a 
very critical condition as his haemoglobin 
level had dropped drastically and there was a 
dire need of rare O-ve blood.

HELPED WITH RARE BLOOD GROUP1.

Debaki Bhoi 5-year-old of Sambalpur , a 3
district suffering from heart related issue was 
a d m i t t e d  t o  a  p r i v a t e  h o s p i t a l  a t 
Bhubaneswar.

There was a dire need of rare AB+ve blood for 
her surgery.Helpdesk associate Bikash 
arranged one unit of blood for the patient in 
nick of time.

HELPED WITH RARE BLOOD GROUP2.

A brain malaria patient, Tulasi Mandal of 
Malkangiri was admitted to SLNMCH, 
Koraput.

There was an urgent need of 4 units of plasma 
for the patient which was arranged by our 
helpdesk associate Baikuntha in the nick of 
time.

HELPED WITH PLASMA4.

Baikuntha handing over Plasma to the attendant

Chittaranjan Hati, a 46-year-old of Cuttack 
suffering from liver related issue was in dire 
need of the rare AB+ve blood during the 
course of his treatment.

Helpdesk associate Bikash arranged one unit 
of AB+ve blood for the patient.

HELPED WITH RARE  BLOOD GROUP3.

Attendant receiving blood at Capital Hospital

Bikash handing over the blood to the attendant
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rimant Samantaray , a 32-year-old suffering Sfrom Dengue was admitted to MKCG, 
Berhampur and was in need of the rare O-ve 
platelet.

The family were unable to arrange the required 
blood and somehow reached out to our helpdesk 
associate Girija, who immediately arranged a donor 
for the patient.

HELPED WITH RARE BLOOD GROUP6.

Girija along with the donor

Helpdesk associate Sandeep maintained a regular 
follow-up with the patient and arranged 4 units of 
O+ve RDP & 3 units of bood during the course of the 
treatment.

maresh Suna a 3-year-old child of Bargarh Adistrict was anemic and admitted to SCB, 
Cuttack.

HELPED WITH BLOOD AND RDP5.

Patient undergoing treatment at SCB

Sandeep handing over the blood to the attendant

. HELPED WITH RARE BLOOD GROUP

umitra Sahu of Kendrapada district suffering Sfrom low hemoglobin was admitted to SCB, 
Cuttack and was in dire need of rare A-ve blood.

Helpdesk associate Sandeep upon getting the 
information immediately arranged one unit of 
blood for the patient.

8.

SDP donor arranged by Siba

Helpdesk associate Siba assited the patient's 
attendant in getting hassle-free treatment at the 
hospital and also arranged one SDP donor for the 
patient during the course of the treatment.

S i b a n i  M o h a n t y ,  a  1 0 - y e a r - o l d  c h i l d  o f 

Bhubaneswar suffering from dengue was admitted 

to SUM, Hospital.

HELPED WITH SDP7.
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B. Walking the Extra Mile

alimba Pentia, a 35-year-old of Koraput Ddistrict, a paralysis patient was admitted to 
SLNMCH, Koraput.

Helpdesk associate Baikuntha Mandal assisted the 
patient's attendant in all documentation process 
and maintained a regular follow-up with the patient 
during her treatment.

DOCUMENTATION HELP PROVIDED11.

amau Khamari , 30-year-old was found sitting Sin the premises of VIMSAR, Burla by our 
helpdesk associate Dhirendra, in a very helpless 
condition.

Dhirendra helped Samau in getting treatment at 
the hospital, assisted in getting medicines and also 
arranged funds for the patient and his family.

ARRANGED FUND FOR A POOR FAMILY12.

Patient under treatment at SLNMCH, Koraput

Dhirendra attending the patient and his family at VIMSAR

oham Pradhan, 11-month-old visually impaired  Schild of Angul district suffering from health 
r e l a t e d  i s s u e s ,  w a s  a d m i t t e d  t o  A I I M S , 
Bhubaneswar.

Helpdesk associate Somnath provided them with 
all required medical assistance and maintained a 
regular follow-up with the patient.

HELPED A SPECIAL CHILD9.

arbati Parida, a 62-year-old differntly abled Pelderly woman, suffering from mouth infection 
had been to DHH Puri for consultation.

She was wandering helplessly and came in notice of 
helpdesk associate Biswo, who helped her in getting 
doctor's consultation and also helped in getting 
medicines from the Niramaya counter.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE & MEDICINES10.

Somnath attending the patient

Biswo attending the patient at DHH, Puri
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The doctor suggested to shift the patient to Sishu 
Bhawan, Cuttack for better treatment. Our 
helpdesk associate  Ashis  assisted in the 
documentation process for the same and also made 
logistical arrangements to shift the patient from 
PRMMCH to Sishu Bhawan, Cuttack.

A 6-year-old child, Bikash Singh of Mayurbhanj 
district suffering from kidney related issue was 
admitted to PRMMCH, Baripada.

LOGISTICAL HELP PROVIDED16.

Ratnakar Pahan, a 42-year-old of Puri was 
undergoing treatment at MKCG, Berhampur but 
breathed his last in late night of 18th October.

 The family was helpless and was seeking help to 
transfer the mortal remains. Our helpdesk 
associate upon getting the information reached at 
the hospital and made logistical arrangements to 
transfer the mortal remains from MKCG to their 
native place at Puri.

LOGISTICAL HELP PROVIDED15.

C. Keeping the Promise of Loved Ones....

Logistical arrangement made to transfer 
the  mortal remains from from MKCG to Puri

Asish made logistical arrangements to shift the patient 
from PRMMCH to Sishu Bhawan, Cuttack

.  MEDICAL ASSISTANCE TO DIFFERENTLY  ABLED

43-year-old Sanjulata Dalai of Puri suffering from 
heart related issue reached AIIMS, Bhubaneswar 
for check-up with her husband. Both being 
differently abled, were facing problem at the 
hospital.

Helpdesk associate upon noticing this couple 
immediately reached out to help them in all medical 
procedures.

Somnath attending the patient

. ARRANGED FUNDS AND LOGISTICS

A 20-year-old Binodini Sahu of Bargarh district 
whose right leg was broken reached VIMSAR, Burla 
for doctor's consultation.

Helpdesk associate Dhirendra helped in all 
required navigation at the hospital, arranged some 
funds for the patient and an ambulance to return to 
their hometown.

Logistical arrangement made by Dhirendra

Odisha-Mo Parivar
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13.

14.
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Thalassemia Patients’ Parents 
Expressed Gratitude to Odisha-Mo Parivar

halassemia treatment remains complex as it Trequires blood transfusion in regular 
intervals to maintain the haemoglobin level in 
patients. Keeping this in mind, Odisha-Mo 
Parivar has decided to give special focus to the 
patients suffering from this disease.

To appreciate the selfless service, the Director of 
the Capital Hospital, Dr Laxmidhar Sahu and 
Capital Hospital Blood Bank Officer Dr. 
Debashis Mishra, along with relatives of 
thalassemia patients visited Odisha-Mo Parivar 
headquarters, where they were also assured that 
all their issues related to blood requirement will 
be resolved in the shortest possible time by 
Odisha-Mo Parivar.

At present there are more than 600 registered 
thalassemia patients at Capital Hospital, 
Bhubaneswar and they are easily getting blood 
due to the proper stock maintained by the blood 
bank, through the blood donation camps being 
organized by Odisha-Mo Parivar. 

Odisha-Mo Parivar seeks to inculcate a 
structured process which will ensure easy 
facilitation of blood, that can provide relief to the 
patients and their families.

Felicitation by parents of Thalassemia patients

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT PROVIDED

40-year-old Rabi Singh of Mayurbhanj district was 
undergoing treatment at PRMMCH, Baripada who 
lost his life in wee hours of 22nd October.

The family was under financial stress and was 
seeking help to transfer the mortal remains back to 
their native. Helpdesk associate Asish upon getting 
the information reached at the hospital and made 
logistical arrangements to transfer the mortal 
remains from PRMMCH to their native place. 

Logistical arrangements by Asish

18.

16-year-old Tapan Harijan of Koraput district was 
admitted to SLNMCH, but lost his life while 
undergoing treatment.

Helpdesk associate Baikuntha assisted the family 
members in the documentation process and also 
arranged an ambulance to transfer the mortal 
remains back to their native place.

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT PROVIDED

Logistical arrangement by Baikuntha

17.
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Details Of  Patients Navigated 

Sandeep Rath

Total Patients
Helped

HospitalHelpdesk
Co-ordinators

Santosh Ku. Das

Siba Prasad Rout

Bikash Behera

Somnath Swain

Rojalin Panda

Girija S. Satpathy

Dhirendra Suna

Asish Kumar Rana

Biswo B. Mohanty

Himansu S. Naik

109

90

51

60

78

49

58

74

84

27

107

90Baikuntha Mandal

SCB Medical, CTC

SUM, Bhubaneswar

Capital Hospital

AIIMS, BBSR

DHH, Bhawanipatna

MKCG, Berhampur

VIMSAR, Burla

PRMMCH, Baripada

DHH, Puri

SLNMCH, Koraput

SCB Medical, CTC

1

SL 
No

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

7

8

DHH, Bhawanipatna

Blood Units 
Arranged

112

9

11

21

4

8

29

11

2

1

2

19
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Employee of the Month

Helpdesk associate Mr Sandeep Rath at SCB Medical College 

& Hospital, Cuttack is the employee of the month (October) for 

his dedicated service to the needy people.

Sandeep Rath

Quality 
Interventions

109
Units of Blood 

Arranged 

112
Rare Units of Blood 

Arranged 

Rh-

21
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR'S 
CANCER CARE 
INTERVENTIONS 

disha-Mo Parivar refers cancer patients to OKonark Cancer Foundation, which provides 
them with logistical, emotional and financial 
support. Further Konark Cancer Foundation aids 
the patients, who are referred to Tata Memorial 
Hospital, Mumbai, in regards to all navigational 
and documentations processes. The family 
members are also given help, in getting affordable 
accommodation in the vicinity of the concerned 
hospital. In the month of October 2021, Odisha-Mo 
Parivar referred 42 such cases to Konark Cancer 
Foundation,  which have been intervened 
successfully and a regular follow-up is also being 
maintained. 

On 28th October, prosthetics have been provided 
to the following patients.

Ÿ Narmada Patnaik

Ÿ Minati Parida

Ÿ Rina Tripathy

Ÿ Bibi

Ÿ Sarala Behera

Ÿ Bhanumati Parida

Wig Prosthetics

Ÿ Sasmita Lenka

Breast Prosthetics

Odisha-Mo Parivar

Newsletter 10 11

Sri Akash DasNayak handing over 
the prosthetics to patient’s attendant

Breast prosthetics handing over 
by Sri P.K.Ray to the Patient

Wig prosthetics handed over 
to the patient by Air Vice Marshal Saurikant Parhi

Rina tripathy receiving wig Prosthetics 
from Sri Biswarj Patnaik
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CAUSE OF THALASSEMIA

Risk for child to have:
>Have thalassemia: 0%

>Become a carrier: 50%

Mother

unaffected
Father

Carrier

Unaffected Carrier CarrierUnaffected

When one parent is a carrier

Risk for child to have:
>Have thalassemia: 25%

>Become a carrier: 50%

Mother

Carrier
Father

Carrier

Unaffected Carrier Thalassemiacarrier

When both parent are carriers

Risk for child to have:
>Have thalassemia: 50%

>Become a carrier: 50%

Mother

Thalassemia

Father

Carrier

Carrier ThalassemiaCarrierThalassemia

When one parent is a patient 
and another a carrier

When both parents are patients

Mother

Thalassemia

Father

Thalassemia

Thalassemia

Risk for child to have:
>Have thalassemia: 100%

>Become a carrier: 0%

Without thassaemia trait With thassaemia trait

Thalassemia CellNormal Cell

What Is Thalassemia?What Is Thalassemia?

What is  Thalassemia  MinorWhat is  Thalassemia  Minor

What is  Thalassemia  Major?What is  Thalassemia  Major?

What Is Thalassemia?

What is  Thalassemia  Minor

It is a genetic blood disease. People born with this disease cannot make normal haemoglobin 
(anaemia) which is needed to produce healthy red blood cells.

Children born with thalassemia major usually develop the symptoms of severe anaemia 
within the first year of life. Lacking the ability to produce normal adult haemoglobin, children 
with thalassemia major:

u They have abnormal growth.

u They are chronically fatigued.

Thalassemia minor results in no anaemia or very slight anaemia. People who are carriers do 
not require blood transfusion or iron therapy, unless proven to be iron deficient.

People with a thalassemia mutation only in one gene are known as carriers or are said to have 
thalassemia minor. 

What is  Thalassemia  Major?

Prolonged anaemia will cause bone deformities and eventually will lead to death within the 
first decade of life. The only treatment to combat severe anaemia is regular blood 
transfusions.

THALASSEMIATHALASSEMIATHALASSEMIA
KNOW ABOUT THALASSEMIA
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Ÿ Nowadays, drugs designed to remove excess iron (iron chelators) have 

significantly changed the prognosis of thalassemia. 

How can Thalassemia be treated?

If the excess iron is not removed then the patients may suffer from a 
premature death due to iron overload.

Do you carry Thalassemia?

Ÿ If you, your parents or ancestors are from an area of the world where 

thalassemia is  common, PLEASE REQUEST haemoglobin 
electrophoresis blood test from your doctor.

Ÿ It is important to identify yourself as a possible carrier of thalassemia 

(thalassemia minor). A person with thalassemia minor has a 25% 
chance of having a baby with thalassemia major if his/her mate also has 
thalassemia minor.

How do you inherit Thalassemia?

Regular blood transfusions allow patients with thalassemia to grow 
normally and be active. Unfortunately, transfusions result in deadly 
accumulation of iron in the heart and liver. 

Ÿ Patients can grow and develop normally, with relatively normal heart 

and liver functions. Patients are living longer and having families of 
their own. 

How to treat Iron Overload?

Ÿ If both parents carry thalassemia minor, their children may have 

thalassemia minor, or they may have completely normal blood, or they 
may have thalassemia major. 

Ÿ In each pregnancy there is a one in four (25%) chance that their child will 

have normal blood, a two in four (50%) chance that the child will have 
thalassemia minor or a one in four (25%) chance that the child will have 
thalassemia major.

How can we prevent Thalassemia?

Ÿ Thalassemia requires a special blood test, to be tested your doctor must 

order a blood test called 'haemoglobin electrophoresis', which can 
identify a carrier of thalassemia.

Ÿ By testing for thalassemia minor and spreading awareness about 

Thalassemia.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

THALASSEMIATHALASSEMIATHALASSEMIA
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TOP PERFORMERS
(Coordinators)

Ranjan Biswal
Cuttack City

1902
UNITS

Subash Maharana
Ganjam

1504
UNITS

Bimal Das
Jajpur

1798
UNITS

4349

1798

Cuttack

Jajpur

Ganjam

Keonjhar

Khurda

Balasore

Angul

Rourkela

Bargarh

Puri

Dhenkanal

Bhubaneswar

Mayurbhanj

Kendrapada

Nabarangpur

Bhadrak

Balangir

Sambalpur

Jagatsinghpur

Sundergarh

Nayagarh

Koraput

Sonepur

Boudh

Deogarh

Kandhamal

Gajapati

Rayagada

Kalahandi

Nuapada

651

601

592

373

321

299

293

287

244

169

126

110

94

93

53

40

30

26

23

n the month of October as per the instructions Iof Hon'ble Chief Minister, a month long social 
activities were scheduled, commemorating the 
birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Usually every month the total target remains at 
10,000 units, but an additional 10,000 units were 
proposed to be collected in this month. An all-
time record of 20905 units were collected in the 
month of October. 

JEEVAN BINDU  BLOOD DONATION PROGRAM
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District Wise Blood Collection

Odisha-Mo Parivar
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Under the aegis of Odisha-Mo Parivar, 
Minister Shri Samir Ranjan Dash in 
association with Ratnakar Dash charitable 
trust organised a blood donation camp at 
Nimapara, Puri. Honorable Governor Shri 
Ganeshi Lal visited the camp where a total of 
546 units were collected from the camp. 

SPECIAL BLOOD DONATION DRIVES

1. Honourable Governor's Visit

In response to the declaration by the Hon'ble 
Chief Minister, a blood donation camp was 
organized by the Bhograi Biju Mahila Janta 
Dal under aegis of Odisha-Mo Parivar on 
October 9 at the Jaleswarpur Cyclone Shelter. 
It was an all women camp, where a total of 86 
units were collected.

2. All Women Camp

3. Blood Camp at Tata, Sukinda
Dhansar Engineering Company Pvt. Ltd. 
popularly known, as "DECO" came forward to 
organize a blood donation camp, on the 
occasion of Gandhi Jayanti, under the aegis of 
Odisha-Mo Parivar in association with ABCD 
Blood organization and Jai Odisha. The camp 
w a s  c o o r d i n a t e d  b y  J e e v a n  B i n d u 
coordinator, Jajpur Sri Bimal Chandra Das 
where a total of 504 units were collected.

4. Mobile Blood Donation Camp

Honourable Governor along with 
other dignitaries at the Camp

Women donating blood at the camp

Blood camp at Tata, Sukinda

Donor being felicitated

A unique blood donation camp was organized 
in Bhubaneswar by Jai Odisha under the 
aegis of Odisha-Mo Parivar, where people 
from different professional groups of 
Bhubaneswar donated blood in a blood 
donation bus. The blood donation program 
was inaugurated by Shri Sonu Shuvam 
Mahananda, a differently-abled citizen, who 
was also the first person to donate blood. A 
total of 101 units of blood was collected in 6 
hours.
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Jeevan Bindu Heroes

Kalu Charan Pradhan Sonu Suvam Mahananda Mangala Sahu

Differently Abled Donors

Frequent Donors

Sankar Pradhan Balakrushna Tripathy Durga Bisoi

Kiran Pattnaik Sukanta Kumar Behera Prasant Ku Sethy Sanjeeb Ku Sabat

64 times 15 times 32 times 51 times

Pabitra Mohan Panigrahi
30 times 24 times 25 times 41 times
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“Walking the Talk”

Jajpur Jeevan Bindu Coordinator
Sri Bimal Ch. Das donating 

blood for 53rd time

Cuttack city Jeevan Bindu coordinator 
Shri Ranjan Biswal registered 

himself for organ donation

Odisha-Mo Parivar member, Smt.
Dezalin Mohapatra donating blood

Odisha-Mo Parivar helpdesk 
associate Mr Dhirendra Suna 

donating blood

Odisha-Mo Parivar CEO 
Mr Aditya Das donating blood

Odisha-Mo Parivar helpdesk
Associate Mr Himansu Naik 

donating blood
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disha-Mo Parivar handles all the blood requests Othrough an e-service platform to address the blood 
requirement cases anywhere in Odisha,  in the shortest 
possible time. 
In total 187 cases of emergencies were taken care of in the 
month of October, out of which 24 were rare blood group. 
Few of the cases have been listed below:

Dial/Tweet a Blood

1 Gelhi Peri
2 units of Blood for

Blood Cancer
2 units provided B-ve Keonjhar7 hrs.

1 unit of blood for
low hemoglobin2 Santilata Mohanty Provided 1 unit B-ve Kendrapara6 hrs.

3
Sambhunath
Panda

1 unit required for
low hemoglobin

1 unit provided B-ve Bhadrak7 hrs.

Bargarh4 Tara Bari Nayak 1 unit required for 
Blood Cancer

1 unit provided B-ve 6.5 hrs

5 Gagan Sahoo 2 units Blood for
PRBC Transfusion

2 units provided AB+ve Bhubaneswar9 hrs

6 Manika Muduli
1 unit Required 

for low Hemoglobin Provided 1unit AB+ve Koraput8.5 hrs.

7 Chintamani
2 units Required 

for low Hemoglobin
Arranged 

required units AB+ve Cuttack8.5 hrs.

8 Beuti Kamila
1 unit for 

kidney problem
Arranged 1 unit AB+ve Medinpur9 hrs.

9 Pradip Barada
2 units for liver 

problem
Arranged

2 units blood AB+ve Nayagarh9 hrs.

10 Banita Das 1 unit Required 
for Anemia

Arranged 
1 unit of blood AB+ve Berhampur6.5 hrs.

1 unit Required 
for low Hemoglobin12 Sarat Ch. Mohanty 1 unit Arranged AB+ve Cuttack8 hrs

13 Skib Mallick
1 unit Required 

for Surgery A-ve Jharsuguda6 hrs.

Help 
Provided

SL 
No Name Help Requested Group Place

Time
Taken

14 Shanti Mohapatra 1 unit Required 
for Anemia A-ve Berhampur6 hrs.

15 Sumitra Sahoo A-ve Kendrapada1 unit Required 
for low Hemoglobin 7.5 hrs.

11 Ahmed Sharif
Arranged 

1 unit of blood AB+ve Berhampur7 hrs.Required 1 unit

16 Halima Bibi
1 unit Required 

for low Hemoglobin A-ve Cuttack6 hrs.

17 Chandra Majhi O-ve Berhampur1 unit Required 
for low Dengue 5 hrs.

18
Batakrushna 
Mallick

1 unit Required 
for Anemia O-ve Cuttack5 hrs.

O-ve19 Sumanta Mohanty Cuttack
1 unit Required 

for low Hemoglobin 7 hrs.

Arranged 1 unit 
of blood

Arranged 1 unit 
of blood

Arranged 1 unit 
of blood

1 unit Arranged 

1 unit Arranged 

Arranged 1 unit 
of blood

Arranged 1 unit 
of blood
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Feedback...
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”

”

”

”

”

Dear Bikash Babu, thanks for your kind 
cooperation. Your work is really appreciated and 
the society needs the people like you. Convey my 
regards to your whole team. 

”Debashis Hati
6370961683, Cuttack

”
Phulamati Sahu
9692467904, Bargarh

I had taken my daughter to VIMSAR, Burla for 
check-up as her right leg was broken. I thank 
helpdesk associate for helping us at the hospital 
and also arranging an ambulance to return back 
home

My sister suffering from low hemoglobin was 
admitted to SLNMCH and I thank helpdesk 
associate of Odisha-Mo Parivar for assisting me in 
all required hospital procedures and arranging rare 
AB+ve blood for my sister

”
Shankar Muduli
8917277259, Koraput

I was unable to arrange blood required for my 
father-in-law who was admitted to SLNMCH. I 
thank Odisha-Mo Parivar for arranging blood in 
the right time

”
Tiranjan
9668854041, Koraput

Thank you for arranging blood for my wife's 
surgery at SCB, Cuttack

”
Ghanashyam Bihari
9542713943, Kendrapada
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ODISHA-MO PARIVAR IN LEADING MEDIAs
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#SocialMedia
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#SocialMedia

Honourable CM urges for blood donation Honourable CM congratulated a frequent donor 

MP Smt. Pramila Bisoyi during  some social activities
Health Minister Sri Naba Das praised OMP for 

collecting 5000+ units of blood on the 
occasion of Hon’ble CM’s Birthday

MP Sri Amar Pattnaik praised OMP for 
collecting 5000+ units of blood on the 

occasion of Hon’ble CM’s Birthday

Chief Whip Smt. Pramila Mallick attended a blood 
donation camp held at Binjharpur, Jajpur
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Mortal remain transferred by Odisha- Mo Parivar
News Covered by E-TV
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Blood donation camp in a mobile van
News covered by Kanak News

Gandhi Jayanti observation news covered by Kalinga TVGandhi Jayanti observation news covered by News18

Blood donation camp in a mobile van
News covered by News7

Press Meet by Odisha Mo Parivar 
News covered by News7

Press Meet by Odisha Mo Parivar 
News covered by Kalinga TV

Gandhi Jayanti observation news covered by Naxatra TV

ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL MEDIA
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Cuttack Jajpur Ganjam

Keonjhar Khordha Balasore

Angul Rourkela Bargarh

Puri Dhenkanal Bhubaneswar

Mayurbhanj Kendrapada Nabarangpur

PHOTO GALLERYPHOTO GALLERYPHOTO GALLERY
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Bhadrak Bolangir Sambalpur

Jagatsinghpur Sundargarh Nayagarh

Koraput Sonepur Boudh

Deogarh Kandhamal Gajapati

Rayagada Kalahandi Nuapada

PHOTO GALLERYPHOTO GALLERYPHOTO GALLERY
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Biswo Mohanty - 9337600775
DHH, Puri
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